CAUTIONS AND WARNINGS
120/150W Replacement Cree LED PAR38

- Not intended for use with emergency exit fixtures or emergency lighting
- Risk of electric shock or burns. Turn power off and let cool before inspection or replacement
- Do not open – no user serviceable parts inside. Use only on 120 volt AC circuits
- Do not use if product is cracked, broken or missing pieces, even if lamp continues to light
- Suitable for use in operating environments ranging between -13°C and +45°C (-13°F and +113°F)
- Lifetime may be reduced is used in air tight enclosures or in insulated ceiling air tight (ICAT) recessed down light enclosures
- Suitable for wet locations where exposed directly to weather
- Suitable for use in enclosed fixtures

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. Visit creebulb.com for more information.

Applicable Product Model Numbers:

- TPAR38-1503025FH25-12DE26-1-11
- TPAR38-1503040FH25-12DE26-1-11
- TPAR38-1504040FH25-12DE26-1-11
- TPAR38-1803040FH25-12DE26-1-11